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Why'are'we'doing'things'differently?'
 
"Most assessment techniques have been developed for 
courses in which teachers, or an external accrediting 
body, determine the goals, the curriculum and the 
ways in which students are tested. Increasingly it is 
being recognised that for many purposes it is 
educationally more appropriate for students to be 
actively involved in setting goals and assessing 
themselves. Through active involvement students 
become more committed to that which they learn, and 
they develop their skills of learning how to learn" (UTS 
Emeritus Professor David Boud, 1992). 
 

The degree you're about to embark on takes these ideas 
seriously. Even though Boud penned this over two decades 
ago, the point he makes still resonates. Indeed, the point 
about students being "actively involved in setting goals and 
assessing themselves" underpins much of what will happens 
in the M Ed (L&L). This means that some things are done 
differently to other degrees (perhaps this was what 
attracted you to the program in the first place?). 

The M Ed (L&L) uses a Capability Wrap to provide 
opportunities for students to customise their learning to suit 
their own professional needs and goals. The idea for the 
Capability Wrap emerged from the work of John Stevenson 
in the early 2000s.  

The UTS School of Education has taken these ideas and 
developed a new and exciting course that enables learning 
professionals from a variety of contexts to customise their 
degree to suit their own professional learning needs and 
goals. 

The following pages will help you understand this 
customisation process better. 
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Overview'of'customisation'in'M'Ed(L&L):'the'Capability'Wrap'
and'eCportfolio'
 
 

 
 

A key feature of the M Ed (L&L) is 
a high degree of customisation. 
Students are able to tailor the 
course to their particular 
workplace and career goals.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Two key elements of the customisation are the Capability Wrap and 
the e-portfolio: 
 
• The Capability Wrap is the course-wide process for students to 

identify tailored learning outcomes for the course that relate to 
their own workplace and career goals. Throughout the course 
students tailor the course and subject outcomes as well as 
assessment and learning tasks to their individual professional 
and workplace requirements. These are constructed in a Course 
Learning Plan, which is revisited at the end of each subject. A 
final `wrapping` at the end of the degree enables students to 
assess the capabilities gained throughout the course.   
 

• e-Portfolio: The e-Portfolio is the space that houses the 
capability wrap. It is where you build a portfolio relevant to 
your work and career goals using the Capability Wrap process. It 
is the space in which you put your subject wraps for each subject 
and other relevant assessments. You will produce a curated 
version for assessment in the final Capstone subject (see below). 
Your e-Portfolio and any curated versions you produce will be 
accessible to you after graduation. 
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'

Course'Learning'Plan'(CLP)'
 

In Launching Learning (the first subject 
all students complete), you will be 
introduced to the Capability Wrap. One of 
your first tasks is to begin the Capability 
Wrap process by establishing a Course 
Learning Plan. You develop your Course 
Learning Plan by considering the course 
learning outcomes in relation to your 
own professional needs/workplace 
standards and your own goals for the 
degree. 

 

The Course Learning Plan includes:  
1. A General introduction: a brief statement about who you are 
2. A Context statement: a more detailed statement about your 

current professional context or future work 
3. A Personal Learning Profile: an account of your learning 

history and relevant learning experience that has brought you 
to this point. 

4. MyCourse Learning Goals: a set of overarching learning goals 
for the whole course. (Please note: You will be able to revisit 
and update these as you progress through the course). 
 

The CLP (and in particular the goals you set for yourself) guides 
your choice of activities in the rest of the course. You use this to 
influence the assessment tasks in those subjects – and your Course 
Learning Plan will be central to this. An exception may be with the 
electives you choose.  
 
The Course Learning Plan is deposited in an e-portfolio. The e-
portfolio is also established in the Launching Learning subject.  
 
To aid the process students will be encouraged to maintain a 
personal learning journal (that will never be shared with others). 
Ideas about how to keep a learning journal will be discussed in 
Launching Learning. 
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Subject'Learning'Plans'(SLPs)'
 
 

 

 

With your Course Learning Plan 
in place, in each subsequent 
subject you produce a Subject 
Learning Plan.  

 

 

 

 

This Subject Learning Plan has two components: 

1. MySubject Learning Goals: these are specific to each subject, 
and are a way in which you can customise your learning and 
align the content and objectives for the subject with your own 
learning goals. These learning goals are also informed by your 
MyCourse Learning Goals and your Context Statement. 
 

2. Subject Wrap: after each subject you reflect on how you have 
met your MySubject Learning Goals, and keep track of 
evidence of your achievements in relation to those goals.  

 

The Subject Learning Plans for all subjects are also deposited in 
your e-Portfolio.  
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'

How'the'Capability'Wrap'works'
 

 

 

 

The Capability Wrap process 
begins in Launching Learning (the 
first subject) where you develop 
your Course Learning Plan.  

 

 

As you progress through your degree you build up a suite of 
evidence for your learning in your individual Subject Wraps as well 
as any artefacts you have added (housed in the portfolio). 

In the final subject, Investigating Learning and Innovation 1 (the 
Capstone), you will ‘wrap up’ all the capabilities gained through the 
course, producing a capability statement of your learning 
throughout the degree in a curated e-portfolio.  
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'

Maintaining'momentum'with'your'Capability)Wrap'and'e-
Portfolio)
!

There are a number of inter-related processes embedded in the MEd 
(L&L) that help you keep track of your learning and achievements. 
These include: 
 
• Course Learning Plan (CLP) – About you, your learning, your 

context and your course-wide learning goals (in Launching 
Learning) 
 

• Subject Learning Plans (SLPs) – Your Subject Learning Goals and 
Subject Wrap (the first task in each subject you study)  

 
• Curated e-portfolio: a selection of relevant artefacts including an 

end of course capability statement (produced in Investigating 
Learning and Innovation 1 (the Capstone subject). 
 

 
While you get the process started with your Course Learning Plan in 
Launching Learning and continue with the Subject Learning Plans in 
other subjects, there are even more ways you can ensure you 
arrive in the capstone with something substantial to curate. These 
include: 
 
• Completing the first assessment task in each subject.  

• It involves developing MySubject Learning Goals, and 
updating your MyCourse Learning Goals. Once you are 
in your second semester this task will also include a 
‘Wrapping up’ of your learning in each subject. 
 

• Regularly updating your e-portfolio with relevant 
artefacts.  

• For example you could include written assessment 
tasks, digital artefacts produced in various subjects, or 
even links to professional blogs you’ve written etc. 
 

• Keeping a learning journal.  
• You could set up a private blog, a notebook, audio 

journal or use the template provided via the UTS e-
portfolio tool. Remember, your learning journal is 
private and you will never be asked to share it with your 
lecturer – but you should use the reflections in your 
learning journal to help inform each Subject Wrap. 
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Contacts'
!

Course$Coordinator$$
Dr!Ann!Reich!!

Email!Ann.Reich@uts.edu.au!!

Work!Phone!01!9514!3857!

Office!Location!Building!10,!level!4!Room!302!

!

Launching$Learning$Coordinator/Lecturer$$
Dr!Donna!Rooney!!

Email!Donna.Rooney@uts.edu.au!!

Work!Phone!01!9514!3044!

Office!Location!City!Campus,!Building!10,!Level!4,!Room!CB10.04.304!

 

Other'information''
A!copy!of!this!booklet!is!available!on!UTS!Online:!see!Master!of!Education!

(Learning!and!Leadership)!pages!
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